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for example, for the wintv/pvr you need one firmware file from its driver cd, called: hcwamc.rbf. it is inside a self-extracting zip file called pvr45xxx.exe. just placing it at the /etc/firmware directory should be enough for it to be autoload during the drivers probing mode (e. g. when the kernel boots or when the
driver is manually loaded via modprobe command). i have the same card as you. the drivers for this card are amazing. i was unable to get it to work with any of the programs that use a card capture device like ktv-tuner. but as a result of the documentation provided here, i was able to get it working. after

installing the wintv-hvr-2550 drivers, i was able to capture atsc digital over the air broadcasts. i am unable to capture hd broadcasts. this is a shame as it is the only card i have available for my new hdtv. i will be using the wintv-hvr-2550 in the future, however, and will be downloading the wintv-hvr-2250 drivers.
i will be needing help with the installation, but it should be a fairly straight forward process. i'm using intextvcard (saa7130) on windows 7 32 bit. i've read and followed master_64bit's tutorial. the driver's been successfully installed but whatever videocapture program i use, i can't get svideo and composite inputs

to work properly : with my old hi8 connected through composite i get the picture showing on thesvideo input. then for some reason i get a black screen showing on both inputs (especially when i click on record). tuner input looks working though.
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Philips also sells an add-on for the card, the iView Tv Tuner Card, which gives the sound card a few extra features such as the ability to record TV programs directly from a digital converter box, pick up the data from the cable box on-screen display, and perform rudimentary transcoding. EDIT: I just watched a
recording from Channel 5 through iView with PCM audio on the card after the update to 901.00. There was only a slight "pop" in the audio.I can no longer play video or record through this iView Tv Tuner card after the update of 901.00. It worked fine prior to this and I do not get any errors when trying to play

video or record.I have reinstalled the drivers but I can still not play any video or record any programs with this device. Fingers crossed. As for the software, the user interface is simple and easy to use. It has a pre-programmed set of presets and you can program them to suit your preferences. The Tv Tuner card
gives full control to the user to select programs and, if necessary, choose their aural quality. On the rare occasions when I would try to record a program that was playing in the background, I would see my Tv Tuner software enter a record mode where it would either pause the program or interrupt it mid-

program, try to record, and fail. At this point, I would have to unpause the program, reset the recording, and try again. And finally, I have had no problems with my device in any way since I upgraded. In addition, the updated version of the software no longer caused the iView Tv Tuner card to have its CPU usage
exceed 80% and cause my PC to freeze. In short, the Tv Tuner card is still a good choice if you want to record TV shows off your digital tuner and are not concerned with the quality of the recording. 5ec8ef588b
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